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ABSTRACT 

The gray shades to be displayed in each pixel are 
represented as a g bit binary number and g time 

intervals are used to display any one of the 2'gray 
shades. Amplitudes of the row and column waveforms 
of a passive matrix LCD are varied in different time 
~ntervals depending on the bit value of the gray shade 
data. Row and column voltages are reduced by a 
constant factor yfi as one scans the display using the 

most slgn~ficant blt to the least significant bit. This 
results as a variation of RMS voltage across the pixels 
depending on the data and hence its gray shade. This 
has been achieved without anv com~romise on the 

were varied in the successive time intervals. The 
amplitude was reduced by a factor 2 in the successive 
time intervals from the most significant bit to the least 
significant bit. The selection ratio of this technique is - 
lower than the maximum. The supply voltage increases 
when the amolitude of the row waveform is modulated 
in the successive time intervals. Hence they had 
demonstrated this technique in combination with multi- 
line addressing (MLA) to reduce the supply voltage and 
suppress the frame response. A Successive 
Approximation method is proposed in this paper to 
display gray shades without any compromise on the 
selection ratio. 

TECHNIQUE 
selection ratio. In fact the standard driven used for me N rows in a matix dkplay are divided into (j,rls) 
displaying bi-level (no gray shades) information are non-intersecting subgroups. Each subgroup consists of s 
adequate if the voltage level generator is modified. For a ad&ess lines, a given instant of ti,,,e a subgroup is 
given number of gray shades the flicker in the display is selected ~ i t h  a row select oattern. The row select ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ -~~~~~ . ~~~~ ~ 

~ -~~~ 

substantially less as compared to frame rate control are columns of an olthogonal mahix. m i s  
method of displaying gmy shades. Successive matix is based on either hadamard matices or walsh 
Approximation method has been used in conjunction hct ions ,  me rest of the in the ( ~ 1 ~  - 1) 
with multi-line addressing (MLA) so to keep the subgroups are grounded. H ~ ~ ,  a me to 
supply voltage low. The paper will describe the selecting all the subgroups with all the row select 
technique and present the experimental results. pattern once. Only one of the g bits (of gray shade data) 
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shade, 

BACKGROUND 

In the Super Twisted Nematic (STN) LCDs Frame Rate 
Control (FRC) [I] is widely used to display gray shades. 
In FRC f frames are used to display (I+ 1) gray shades. 
FRC uses standard row and column driven to display 
gray shades. Flicker become visible as the number of 
gray shades increases. Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
[ZJ is also used to display gray shades. Here, each row 
select time is divided in t o p  time intervals to display @ 
+ I) gray shades. Width of the pulses decrease as the 
number of gray shades increases. This leads to presence 
of high frequency components across the pixel resulting 
in brightness non-uniformity. Hence, the number of 
erav shades are limited in both these techniaues. 
;\iplitude Modulation (AM) [3] and Pulse ~ & h t  
Modulation (PHM1 141 mav be used to disolav a laree . . .  . . , - 
number of gray shades. However, the number of voltage 
levels in the column waveforms is high. Hence, analog 
type column drivers are necessary for displaying gray 
shades. The supply voltage of all these techniques while 
displaying gray shades is same as that for displaying bi- 
level information. Mano er a/., proposed the partial 
dispersion driving method (51 to display eight gray 
shades. Here. the amplitudes of the row waveforms 

is considered during a frame. The column data is 
computed by taking the dot product between the row 
select pattern and the one bit of the data in the selected 
subgroup. Column data for all the columns are 
computed and shifted into the column driven. The row 
and column voltages are multiplied by a factor CI, 
wherein f corresponds to the bit position of the gray 
shade data. Both the row and column voltages are 
applied simultaneously to the matix display for time 
duration T. One frame is completed when all the 
subgroups are scanned with all the row select patterns 
once. As one can see, the scanning of the display is 
same as that for bi-level image except for the 
modulation of the row and column waveforms by Cf In 
the next frame the scanning sequence is repeated by 
using the next bit as the data and the amplitudes of the 
row and column waveforms are multiplied by CV+],. A 
cycle is complete when all the g bits of data and the 
corresponding g kames are used to scan the display 
once. Figure 1 shows the typical addressing waveforms 
of the Successive Approximation method in 
combination with the multi-line addressing technique. 
The waveforms in Figure 1 correspond to selecting a 
subgroup with all the row select patterns before moving 
on to the next subgroup. This has been shown to 
illustrate the waveforms of Successive Approximation 
clearly. However, both the subgroup and the row select 
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